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The Minutes of the Executive CommitteeMeeting of the
Suffolk Camet Bowls Association

held at Needham Market Community Centre on Monday 23rd November 2009

The meeting commenced at 7.30pm.
Those present: Jeremy Brown (ill)(Chairman), Keith Jolly (KJ)(Treasurer), Graham

Robinson (GR)(Secretary), Freda Wright (FW), Neil Jolly (NJ), Peter Jones (PJ), Mick
Watkins (MW), Andy Gilder (AG), Sally Goodrich (SG), Jim Goodrich (JG), Steven Cain
(SC) Marion Brown (MB), Keith Armes (KA).

1. Apologies for absence:Richard Sago (RS), Jane Sago (JS).

2. Approval of previous Minutes: The minutes of the Committee Meeting of 14th
September 2009 were confirmed as a true record, proposed by Andy Gilder, seconded by Neil
Jolly and signed by Jeremy Brown.

3. Matters Arising: There were no matters arising.

4. Chairman's Report: The Chairman congratulated the Suffolk County Team on
winning the National championship over a fabulous weekend with fantastic team spirit. He
thanked selectors Neil and Sally (NJ & SG), and Shirley Watkins and her helpers for running
the record breaking rafile.
He thanked Richard & Jane Sago and Keith Armes for running the Closed Pairs and Triples
and congratulated the Burstall triple on their win in the triples.
He reported that there were just spaces for five more teams in the Charity Tournament.

5. Secretary's Report: Graham Robinson had received a letter from John Hayward
which was read out and discussed. This suggested changes to the Joe Rice Cup format
because of waning interest, proposing reducing the number of players to 10 with a four, triple,
pair and single. It was noted that whilst the reduction in number could encourage some clubs
there was still the travelling problem. The committee had agreed at its meeting on 13th July to
circulate a questionnaire to clubs about possible future format changes for league and cup. ill
agreed to compile the questionnaire for early circulation, including John Hayward's option, to
gauge club views on changes. Clubs will be encouraged to reply. The committee will then
consider the responses. GR write to John Hayward thanking him for his letter and explaining
the situation. It was agreed that next year winter and summer league entry letters need to go
out earlier than this year, in January for Summer league and June for winter league.

6. Treasurer's Report: Keith Jolly presented a balance sheet with the income and
expenditure to 19th November. The bank balance was £4501. He reported that the name of
our Barclays main account had now been changed to Step Saver. He explained that league



entry fees looked much lower than last year but this was mainly because this year's did not
yet include any summer league entry fees.

7. Match Secretary's Report: Sally Goodrich asked for all clubs to be reminded that
the Cup and Plate games are played to the same set of rules as the Winter league.
The Joe Rice Cup and Chairman's Plate draws are as follows:-
Cup games to be played 01/02/10 - 14/02/10:
Great Blakenham v Hundon, Tostock v Tuddenham St Martin, Barking v East Bergholt,
Hoggards Green v Brantham.
Plate frrstround 04/01110 -17/01110:
Barrow -bye, Burstall-bye (as Woolpit do not wish to continue in plate), Brockley - bye,
affton & Willisham v Bildeston, Somersham - bye, Hintlesham & Chattisham v Claydon.
Second round to be played 01/02/10 - 14/02110.
Full details of both round draws and updated results can be found on the SCBA website at
http://www.carpetbowls.orglsuffolk. If any clubs cannot access the website updated results
can be obtained by sending an addressed envelope to our Match Secretary.

8. Child Protection Officer's Report: The committee accepted the proposed policy and
forms tabled by AG. It was agreed to start implementing the policy now and submit it for
inclusion in the constitution at the next AGM. GR to send out letter and package to the clubs.
AG reported that he had been approached by Tony Cuthbert to see if he would act as cpo for
the ECBA and sought the committee's view. It was felt that as long as AG was completely
comfortable with accepting the position Suffolk would be happy particularly as it would mean
compatibility regarding implementation.

9. County Business: Neil Jolly reported that the National Championships had been a
fantastic weekend with a very rewarding result and he was very proud of the team.
On 22nd November Suffolk played Essex at Bildeston in the first of this season's Eastern
Counties matches. Suffolk won 21-15. The next match is against Bedfordshire on 13th
December.
Next year's possible trip to Durham was raised. Suffolk are keen to go but are waiting for
Durham to get in touch. MW agreed to talk to Durham outside the next ECBA meeting in
January.

10. English Carpet Bowls Association: Several items were mentioned for MW to raise
at his January meeting. It was suggested that at the Nationals at Blackpool a representative of
each county be invited on Friday afternoon to test out and adjust the carpets as some did not
perform satisfactorily because of floor irregularities. JB enquired why the raffle money did
not go to charity and MW was asked to raise this although it was felt that it would be argued
that it was used to enhance the subsidies to the ten counties. MW was asked to seek
agreement from ECBA to update the wording on the Nationals trophy plaque which still
refers to Pontins
Holiday Camp. There was discussion on the qualification rules for players switching counties
which MW felt would probably be raised at the January meeting, clarification or common
rules were required.

11. Easteru Counties Carpet Bowls Association: pJ had attended the ECCBA meeting
on 15th October and circulated copies of the minutes and his notes. It was noted that Trevor
Tumber of Bedfordshire is the new ECCBA secretary and that Chairperson Margaret
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Southgate would be stepping down at the next AGM. A successor needs to be found. It was
agreed that when hosting the Teambowl or Six Counties Suffolk could supply their own
carpets rather than using existing Littleport ones.

12. Any Other Business:
1. MB raised the need to organise things for the Charity Tournament. MB & AG had the
entries and format organised. Some sponsorship had been agreed with Keith Hull and Ipswich
Plumbers. The charities to be supported were East Anglian Air Ambulance and St Elizabeth
Hospice, OR to write to both charities with event details. Supply of mats has been arranged.
OR and FW agreed to arrange the catering. SCBA agreed to provide around £50 for 3 or 4
decent prizes which KA agreed to get, participants and committee members would be
encouraged to donate raffle and tombola prizes, some were already promised.
2. MB enquired about the payment situation for county uniforms as there was not much
money in the uniform fund. It was confirmed that players joining the county squad for the
first time were entitled to a free uniform. The committee thanked Portmak Joinery for all its
generous sponsorship over the years. It appears that Beestons might be interested in providing
some future sponsorship and it was agreed by the committee that JB should write to Beestons
to pursue this.
3. PJ explained that he had been having difficulty extracting the postcodes of club venues
from the Post Office and other websites. He would write back to Whatfield and explain the
situation. It was felt that clubs should be asked to supply their own postcodes which would
then be added to thc contact list. Could clubs please confirm the postcode of their playing
venue to Peter Jones e-mail ptrjones@btintemet.com
4. KJ circulated a list of events with details of how any surplus income from entries and raffle
is to be used. This was agreed and will be used as a template for future events.
5. KJ asked for any major proposed expenditure to be notified at committee before the money
is spent.
6. JB said the Richard Sago had indicated that he and Jane wished to step down from running
the county closed championships. Paul Daniels had indicated that he would be prepared to
take over the running of the tournaments but not dealing with the entries etc. JB agreed to
approach RS to see if he would be prepared to continue to handle the entries. OR to do a letter
of thanks to Richard and Jane for the excellent work they have done in running these
tournaments.

The meeting closed at 9.02pm.

mailto:ptrjones@btintemet.com
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Six Counties Charity Teambowl 2009

On Sunday 27 September 2009 the Hertfordshire CSA hosted the Six Counties Charity
Teambowl at Soh am. Their chosen charity was the Uster Renal Unit.

The competition involved the six Eastem Counties, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex,
Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Suffolk.

Each county were represented by four singles bowlers, four pairs and four triples, each
playing one seven end game against each of the other counties.

In the first session Suffolk opponents were last years winners Cambridgeshire. It was a
session that neither county could afford to lose heavily. The singles bowlers got Suffolk off to
a disastrous start, picking up just the one point in a drawn game 6-6. Despite the other
games also being close, they ended in three defeats. Next on were the pairs and thankfully
they fared better, sharing the games. The two Suffolk wins were 6-5 and 14-4. The triples
now needed to ensure that Cambridgeshire didn't extend their advantage and they
succeeded. Five points from eight, two tight last end wins 8-7 and 7-6 and a draw 5-5.

Overall Suffolk had taken only ten points from their main rivals Cambridgeshire, which after
their poor start was not a terrible retum. Overall Norfolk and Essex had an early lead.

The next opposition were Norfolk and Suffolk needed a healthy return to make sure that that
other counties did not get too far in front. This time the singles played better, winning two
games 8-1 and 7-5 and drawing a game 5-5. The pairs then followed this up with a welcome
clean sweep of four wins, a comfortable 13-3 and much closer 10-9, 5-4 and 7-6. The triples
then completed the games against Norfolk with two wins, 8-7 and 8-2, only losing the other
two games by a few shots.

Suffolk had taken a good seventeen points against an experienced Norfolk team. More
importantly there were some improved individual performances which had raised confidence
in the team, after the slow start. Overall Essex had an eight point lead from Suffolk.

The hosts Hertfordshire were Suffolk's next opponent. In the previous session Hertfordshire
had taken crucial points from Cambridgeshire so these games would be difficUlt. The singles
improved again, this time winning three low scoring games, 6-5, 5-3 and 7-2. The pairs
repeated that, winning 6-4 and comfortably 10-1 and 13-1. Finally going one better, the
triples were unbeaten, drawing a game on the last end 6-6 and winning 13-5, 15-1 and 7-1.

Against Hertfordshire, Suffolk had lost only two games and had scored an excellent nineteen
points. In the competition overall, Suffolk's improved bowling had now seen them into a three
point lead over Essex, with Cambridgeshire a further point behind.

Sedfordshire were next, Suffolk were looking to repeat the outcome of the previous session
and hopefully extend their overall lead. The singles bowlers got the team off to a reasonable
start, winning two games 6-2 and 10-3. The pairs, continuing to improve, then secured a
further three wins 8-3, 13-4 and 10-3, only losing the other game 6-5. Last on were the
triples and controlling their games from the outset resulted in four well deserved and easy
wins, 10-4, 16-1, 11-1 and 14-0.

Suffolk County Team: Supported by Portmak Joinery



Suffolk had achieved a superb eighteen points against Bedfordshire. They now had a
commanding nine point lead over Essex and the dangerous Cambridgeshire were now ten
points behind them.

In the final session Suffolk were facing second place Essex who had been playing well all
day. The outcome of these games and Cambridgeshire's games against Norfolk would
decide the overall winner, but in reality it was Suffolk's to lose.

Again Suffolk's singles bowlers got the team off to a reasonable start, sharing their games,
with wins of 6-2 and 1Q.3. Unfortunately the pairs then had their poorest session of the day.
They could only win one game and that was with the last bowl, 6-5. In the last games of the
day two Suffolk triples were losing from the start and could not recover. However with the
Cambridgeshire triples struggling against Norfolk, the other two Suffolk triples both knew that
they could not afford to lose. In two tight games the Suffolk triples held on for a win 8-6 and a
draw 7-7.

To finish Suffolk had only taken a very disappointing nine points from Essex. However that
proved to be just enough to remain in first place and win the event.

The final points and placings were:

Suffolk 73
Essex 70

Cambridgeshire 69
Norfolk 63

Hertfordshire 48
Bedfordshire 37

Despite a below par start and finish to the competition, three fantastic sessions in the middle
of the day had seen Suffolk to victory. Whilst Essex and Cambridgeshire had dropped costly
points against the other counties, it had been Suffolk's more consistent performances in
those games that had been the deciding factor. During the day there had been good -"
individual displays from many Suffolk bowlers. It was also rewarding for the selectors that
the points won had been shared across the whole team.

The Suffolk team are now looking forward with increased confidence to the National County
Championships at Blackpool in November.

Neil Jolly (County Captain)

Suffolk County Team: Supported by Portmak Joinery



National County Championships 2009

On Friday 13 November the Suffolk team and their supporters travelled by coach to the
Norbreck Castle Hotel in Blackpool for the National County Championships.

The competition included nine other counties, Cambridgeshire, Durham, Essex,
Hertfordshire, Norfolk, Northumberland, North Tyneside, South Tyneside and Sunderland.
Each county were represented by six rinks (fours), each rink playing one eleven end game
against all of the other counties, over two days of bowling.

On Saturday moming Suffolk's first opponents were local rivals Norfolk. Suffolk rinks A, B
and C were involved in three closely fought games resulting in two well eamed wins, 15-10
and with the last bowl 11-10. The other game was lost 15-7.

Rinks D,E and F started their weekend against Sunderland, a fast improving team with high
expectations for the competition. After three very competitive games it was again two wins
for Suffolk, 12-8 and a low scoring 7-5. The lost game finishing 15-6.

Next up for rinks A, Band C were South Tyneside, not the strongest of the northem teams
and Suffolk were hoping for their first maximum retum. Unfortunately it was not to be as one
game was lost 12-10. However the other two Suffolk rinks eased to wins in their games 12-5
and an incredible 23-7.

The next session for rinks D,E and F was a double-pointer. The opposition were
Cambridgeshire, last years winners and Suffolk's main rivals for the championship. As
always the games were lengthy and tactical. Two of the Suffolk rinks took control of their
games from the start and held on to win 14-11 and 13-6. The final game was lost 15-9.
However four important points won.

Rinks A, Band C faced Northumberland next. Finally Suffolk secured their first maximum six
point session of the weekend. They were made to work hard for the three wins though, all
tight games were eventually won 11-9 (twice) and 13-8.

Could rinks D,E and F repeat the outcome of the last session in their games against
Hertfordshire? Unfortunately not, Suffolk's worst session of the day as they could only gain a
disappointing solitary win 15-9. The two other games were lost 15-9 and with the last bowl,
10-9.

Suffolk needed to hit back immediately and rinks A, Band C did just thaI. With confidence
high from their three wins against Northumberland, they did exactly the same again, this time
against Durham. Three welcome wins, 10-5, 14-10 and 9-7.

In the penultimate session of the day D, E and F needed to bounce back against North
Tyneside, three games they would normally expect to win. This time all of the Suffolk rinks
took early control of their games and three wins followed, 13-6, 11-7 and 16-5.

Last up on Saturday for Suffolk were Essex, a difficult end to a long day's bowling. In the first
game the Suffolk rink strolled to a comfortable 21 -4 win. However the other two games were
far closer and went to the final ends. Suffolk held on to win one of them 8-7, but
unfortunately the other was lost on the final bowl 12-8.



During the first day the overall lead had changed hands numerous times. However by the
end of the day it was Suffolk with 40 points who held a one point lead over the dangerous
Cambridgeshire, with Sunderland third on 33. They were then followed by Norfolk on 29 and
Essex on 28. All of the Suffolk rinks had bowled well to earn this early lead, but they knew
that they would have to sustain that level of performance if they were to stay on top.

On Sunday morning it was Norfolk who faced rinks D,E and F first up. Again all tough games
but as with Saturday's games it was Suffolk who took two wins from three, 14-5 and 13-8.
The other game was lost 12-9.

The next opponents were third placed Sunderland and this turned out to be Suffolk's worst
session of the weekend. With all of the Sunderland rinks playing particularly well and despite
keeping the games close, rinks A, Band C all slipped to defeat. The final scores were 9-8,
14-8 and 8-6.

With Cambridgeshire now having a slender overall lead, Suffolk could not afford to let them
increase their advantage any further. Against South Tyneside rinks D,E and F made sure
that didn't happen with Suffolk's third maximum retum of the weekend. Winning scores of
15-5, 10-7 and 13-6.

In the next session the top two teams faced each other, both counties knew that they could
not afford to lose all three. As expected three hard fought and quality games were played out
and deservedly it was Suffolk who came out on top in two games. Two low scoring wins of 8-
4 and a comfortable 10-3, with Suffolk being edged out in the other 14-10. As a result,
overall Suffolk went from one point behind, to one point in front.

Northumberland were D, E and F's next opposition. In a repeat of Saturday's games Suffolk
scored another maximum return. Only one 'game was close, a last bowl win of 9-8, but the
other two rinks eased to an 18-6 and a fantastic 23-7 win.

Having only gained one win against Hertfordshire on Saturday, rinks A,B and C were looking
to improve on that. They managed to achieve that, although just missed out on the six point
score. One game was lost on the last end 10:.9, but the other two were won, 13-5 and 15-6.

The next session saw rinks D,E and F play against Durham. Saturday had seen three
Suffolk wins and after three very close games that was repeated. All of the games were in
doubt until the lalter ends but the Suffolk rinks held their nerve to win 9-7,10-8 and 12-5.

With two sessions to play, overall it was now a two horse race for the championship,
between Suffolk and Cambridgeshire. Only shots scored could divide them last year, this
competition was also going to go to the wire ..

Having not lost a game to Durham or Northumberland all weekend, rinks A, Band C now
looked to repeat that record against North Tyneside in the penultimate session of the day. All
of the Suffolk rinks bowled well to earn early leads and playing composed, mistake-free
bowls under pressure they held on for three valuable wins, 11-6, 12-6 and 11-5.



As Sunday had progressed the overall competition lead had changed hands between Suffolk
and Cambridgeshire almost every session. Now with one session remaining Suffolk held a
crucial two point advantage over their old rivals, with shots scored also in their favour in the
event of a tie. In the last session Cambridgeshire were up against third placed Sunderland,
but Suffolk had it no easier against fourth placed Essex.

It was a tense final session for rinks D, E and F, every Suffolk bowler knowing that any
mistakes would open the door for Cambridgeshire to win the competition. Nerves were
settled a little when two of the Suffolk rinks secured early leads and also one of the
Cambridgeshire rinks were loosing heavily. In the first game to finish Suffolk lost 14-9, this
meant that the other two rinks had to Win. Anxiety increased as a few of the middle ends
were lost, but then performances picked up and the Suffolk rinks eased their way to
comfortable 14-4 and 18-6 wins.

Meanwhile Cambridgeshire had lost a game to Sunderland.

Suffolk had won the National County Championship.

The final finishing positions were:

1st Suffolk 80pts

2nd Cambridgeshire 78pts

3rd Sunderland 70pts

4th Essex 62pts

5th Norfolk 58pts

6th Northumberland 48pts

7th Hertfordshire 45pts

8th Durham 35pts

9th South Tyneside 34pts

10th North Tyneside 30pts



It had been a fantastic team performance from Suffolk. The rinks had gelled together
superbly, supporting and encouraging each other, particularly in the final few sessions when

. every bowl was crucial.

Every Suffolk rink won over half of their games, with two rinks only losing the one game all
weekend. To a bowler everyone had played some great bowls throughout the weekend,
keeping their composure under immense pressure, especially during the tense and
emotional final two sessions.

Thanks and recognition must be given to the supporters who travelled with the Suffolk team.
All weekend they gave constant encouragement to the Suffolk bowlers and this certainly
contributed to the overall win.

The team of bowlers who superbly represented Suffolk in winning the 2009 National County
Championship were:

Rink A: Trevor Bean, Ellen Grube, Colin Fellingham, Sue Gilder

Rink B: Margaret Southgate, Ralph Sadgrove, Andy Pooley, Tom Runnacles

Rink C: Peter Runnacles, Tony Cooke, Andy Gilder, Mick Watkins

Rink D: Jim Goodrich, Marion Brown, Paul Daniels, David Mittell

Rink E: Sue Davey, Ann Hathaway, Andrew Cooper, Neil Jolly

Rink F: Sue Jones, John Varden, Sally Goodrich, Jeremy Brown

Neil Jolly (County Captain)

•



Suffolk Carpet Bowls Association
County Team 2009/10

County Squad Trials 2009
The trials for this season's Suffolk Squad were held at Needham Market on Sunday
20 September 2009.

The selectors were disappointed with the low entry of 30 bowlers, which was
significantly down on the last few years. It was however pleasing to see that the
majority of last season's squad were trialling again and that there were also a few
non-county bowlers attending the trials again.

Initially all of the bowlers were placed into rinks (fours) and each rink played three
eight end games on three different carpets. Every bowl was marked on its accuracy
relative to how close it finished to the shot they were asked to play.
After a short break all of the bowlers were put into alternative team positions and
different rinks. Two further competitive games were played, to allow the selectors to
look at every bowler's versatility.

During the day there was a good standard of bowling with impressive scores from
most bowlers. The games were also played in an excellent spirit.

After the trials the Selection Committee of Sally Goodrich, Steven Cain and Neil Jolly
met to choose the Suffolk Squad for the 2009/10 season. This proved to be a difficult
task given the standard of bowls played at the trials.

Everyone's performance was discussed before a final squad of 27 bowlers was
selected. The squad in full is:

The first challenge for the new Suffolk squad is their first ECCBA league game, at
home (Bildeston) against Essex on Sunday 22 November 2009.

Neil Jolly (County Captain)



Suffolk - v - Essex

On Sunday 22 November 2009 Suffolk hosted Essex at Bildeston in their first
ECCBA league match of the 2009/10 season.

This was the first test for Suffolk's 2009/10 squad, which showed a number of
changes from the team that had won the National Championships only the previous
weekend.

Their opponents Essex had also put up a good showing at the Nationals, finishing a
creditable fourth and would be difficult to beat.

The day got off to a reasonable start for Suffolk when they secured two out of three
wins in the first session. They were hard fought wins though secured only on the final
ends, 14-8 and 9-5. In the other game the Suffolk rink were comfortably beaten 13-2.

In the second session the games were as close. However this time it was Essex who
played the better bowls to win two games, the Suffolk rinks losing 11-6 and 11-7. The
solitary Suffolk win was a straight forward 12-3.

The third session reflected the so far evenness of the two teams as the points this
time were shared. The Suffolk win was 12-3, with their defeat being 10-5. The drawn
game finished 11-11, but it was Suffolk with a good early lead who would consider
the game as a point dropped.

So at the half way stage points were level overall 9-9. Both teams had bowled well,
but Suffolk as the home team were certainly looking for a second half improvement if
they were to start their season with a win.

Finally in the fourth session Suffolk made their home advantage count. Early leads
were achieved in all three games and were held on to. Three crucial Suffolk wins, 10-
7, 7-4 and 7-4. For the first time Suffolk had a healthy overall lead to try and hold
onto and hopefully improve on.

However that didn't happen, as in the fifth session Essex hit back with two wins to
close the gap again. The single Suffolk win was 11-6, but in the other two games it
was the Essex rinks who all maintained early leads. Suffolk losing 10-6 and 10-4.

So in the final session it was still all to play for, Suffolk having a slender 17-13 lead
overall. All of the games were again close. In two of the games Suffolk secured early
advantages and despite late Essex fightbacks the home rinks held on to win 8-6 and
11-7. Unfortunately in the other game the Essex rink won the later ends to win 12-4.

Suffolk had won the match 21-15 (shots 146 -141).

After a good days bowling it was Suffolk who had sneaked the win. Both counties
had played well and all of the games had been played in an excellent spirit. The
many supporters of both teams had also played their part in an enjoyable day.

Suffolk are now looking to continue their winning start in their game against
Bedfordshire at Bildeston on Sunday 13 December.

Neil Jolly (County Captain)



SUFFOLK CARPET BOWLS ASSOCIATION.

CPO Report November 2009.

Hi there fellow bowlers,

You have not heard from me in a little while, things are progressing and we are
nearly there.

We now have a completed Child Protection Polley which has been looked at and
passed by committee. This is now being forwarded with this letter for your
information, as the SCBAwill now be adopting the policy. It will be put forward for
Inclusion in the SCBAconstitution in June.

Also enclosed is an updated form for all people who are going to be acting as
responsible persons for your club should you have children or vulnerable adults in
your membership, (this includes all "casual" members also please) to complete and
return within the next 7 days. Any further Information will be passed directly to
them.

Thank you for your co-operation in this matter, and your patience so far.

I look forward to hearing from you In due course,

Regards,

Andy Gilder.



CHILD PROTECUON PROCEDURE,

Each member club with a chlldN.A. In Its membership is required to:

1. Have at least 1 named and recorded person, who Is responsible for the
Implementation of this policy and the code of conduct for their club.

2. These members are to be checked through the Criminal Records Bureau (CRB.)
3. Inform the Child Protection Officer of the SCBAof any member of their club classified

as a chlldN.A.
4. Inform the Child Protection Officer (hereby referred to as CPO) of the SCBA, by way

of completing and returning the appropriate formes), of any Incidents Involving any
chlldN.A In their care. This should be done within a 24 hour period directly after the
event has occurred.

5. Ensure that all Incidents relating to childrenN.A. are reported.
6. Ensure the named person(s) are aware of the contact details of authorities which

deal with Incidents relating to children.

CODE Of CONDUer.

The SCBAalso requires all its members, whether or not they have childrenN.A. in their
membership to comply with the code of conduct.

1. Whilst attending events Including childrenN.A, we all have a responsibility for their
wellbeing. Their safety is to.be paramount at all times.

2. Never use any kind of physical punishment or chastisement such as smacking or
hitting.

3. Do not smoke In front of them.
4. Do not use or be under the Influence of any unprescrlbed drugs or be under the

Influence of alcohol.
5. Never behave In a way that would frighten or demean any childN.A.
6. Do not use any racial, sexist, discriminatory or offensive language.
7. Do not give presents or personal items to a chlldN.A.
8. Do not Invite any child to your homeN.A., or arrange to meet them alone outside

the bowling fraternity.
9. You should exercise caution about being alone with a chlldN.A. Where it is necessary

to do so, ensure someone knows what you are doing, try to stay In sight of another
adult, keep a door ajar, within earshot of others If at all possible and IMPORTANTLY
make notes after the meetlng regarding the conversation, in case It should be
required for Investigative reasons, and report the Incident to the SCBAChild
Protection Officer within 24 hours.

10. Any physical contact should be initiated by the chlldN.A., e.g. hugs when upset, or
help with tolletlng (only If the child Is unable and only with parental consent.) Try to
encourage the chlldN.A. to carry out personal cleansing themselves.

11. Try to listen to chlldrenN.A and raise their self-esteem as much as possible.
12. Ensure that you are aware of the Child Protection Policy, and you know how and who

to contact should the need arise.
13. REMEMBERyou are there to listen to the worries and concerns of the chlldN.A.; you

are NOTthere to Investigate. Once Information has been received, report it to the
SCBACPOand they will advise on the correct course of action.

14. Please seek advice and support form authorities, your colleagues and or the SCBA
CPOwhenever It is required.

15. Please make clear to anyone disclosing any matter of harm or abuse to a childN.A.,
that you cannot guarantee to keep this Information to yourself. It Is your
responsibility to report such Information to the authorities.



Definitions of Abuse.

Definitions of abuse, for guidance purposes, as set down by the NSPCC are:
1. Physical. This may be hitting, shaking, throwing, poisoning, burning or scalding,

drowning, suffocating or otherwise causing the child physical harm or preventing
harm befalling the childN.A.

2. Emotional Abuse. This is when the child/V.A. Is persistently being emotionally
maltreated so as to have adverse affects upon the development of the chlldjV.A. This
may be persistently running the chlldjV.A. down, telling them they are worthless,
Inadequate, unloved, unwanted. It may feature too heavy an expectation being
placed upon the child/V.A., not allowing the child/VOA. to socially interact with its
peers so as to learn and develop. It could be the chlldjV.A. overhearing abuse of
another. Bullying could cause the chl1d/V.A. to become frightened, or In danger.

3. Sexual Abuse. ThIs Is when a child or V.A. Is forced or enticed to take .part or view
sexual activity, including prostitution, whether or not the chlld/V.A. is aware of what
Is happening. This may involve physical contact, penetrative and non-penetrative
acts such as kissing, touching and fondling.

4. Neglect. This is the persistent failure to meet the basic physical and psychological
needs of the chlld/V.A., which Is likely to result in the serious Impairment of the
child'sjV.A. health or development. This may be through lack of food, clothing,
shelter and exclusion from home or abandonment. Failure to ensure adequate
supervision, appropriate medical 'assistance and being unresponsive to a child's/V.A.
basic needs are also neglect.

5. Bullying. This can be defined as deliberate, hurtful behaviour, usually repeated over
a period of time so as to make those being bullied unable to defend themselves.
There are 3 main forms of bullying, physical (hitting, kicking, theft,) verbal (racist or
homophobic remarks, threats, name calling,) and emotiOnal (Isolation from activities,
Social acceptance of their peer group.) Bullying can cause considerable distress,
sufficient to cause them significant harm in extremes.

This list is not exhaustive, it Is included as a guide to what to look for only. It islhe
responsibility of the SCBA CPO to act upon the concerns of the person responsible for
Implementation of the policy.

Recognising abuse is not easy. Remember, it is not your responsibility to decide If abuse has
taken place, or if a child Is at significant risk from harm. It is your responsibility and duty to
act and report on any suspicions you may have, or have reported to you.

Help aod aM'!taDse,

Should you feel you need advise, please do not hesitate to contact any of the following:

NSPCC
0808 800 5000
E-mail help@nspcc.orq.uk
This national organisation has the power to Investigate any notlflcatlon of child abuse, and will advise accordingly.

Pollee.
Contact your local station for advice or In emergencies call 999.
The pollee are also authorlsed bo Investigate cases of child abuse.

Suffolk County Council.
08456 023023 Cusbomer First.
01473 299669 Emergency Duty Service (After worl<lng hours.)
They have a dedicated department ensurlng the safetY of children In Suffolk.

SCBAChild Protection OffIcer.
Currently - Andy Glider, Tele 01206 391237, MOb, 07947 280001

E·mall, busman62@live.cQ,uk

SAVO (Suffolk Association of Voluntary Organisations.)
Tom Brlght, 01473 273273
Intemet: www.savo.co.uk
This organisation can, If you require, organise training and advice.

mailto:help@nspcc.orq.uk
http://www.savo.co.uk
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thUd/y.A. protection ~Noyember 2Q09.}

The Suffolk Carpet Bowls Association, (hereby referred to as the SCBA,) /s
committed to providing a safe environment for persons under the age of 18
years (hereby referred to as a child,) and Vulnerable Adults (hereby referred
to as V.A.) attending carpet bowls events In Suffolk. A vulnerable adult can
be defined as a person over 18yrs, who has special needs. This can be
anything from any disability, both physical and mental, special care
requirements and dependency upon others. In some cases communication is
difficult.

Harm can occur in a variety of,ways, e.g.

1. Through an ace/dent.
2. Through bullying by others.
3. Misguided actions by adults.
4. Through deliberate actions of using carpet bowls events to make

contact with a chlld/V.A. in order to cause harm or abuse.

All the above actions are unheard of in carpet bowls, but by adopting a
policy such as this, we demonstrate our commltf'TIentto young people and
V.A. to maintain a safe environment, and minimise the possibility of such an
occurrence.

Our alms are:

1. To ensure all members of the SCBAcommittee, contractors and
casual members are aware of this policy and adhere to its advisory
directions wherever required.

2. To ensure all member clubs having children or V.A. in their
membership, have a designated person responsible for implementing
the Child/V.A. Protection Policy within their club. This includes all
"casual" and occasional chlld/V.A. visitors to the club.

3. To ensure the person(s) responsible Is aware of this policy and
actively encourage Its Implementations.

4. To include this polley In the constitution of the SCBA.

Signed: .

Print Name: .

Dated: .........................................................•

Chairman SCBA.
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1. Ensuring all children/V.A. are protected from harm at all times when
. I

attending a carpet bowls event. i
2. Ensuring all chlldren/V.A. are aware of this policy and feel free and

I
confident to notify the person(s) responsible for them should thE!jYbe
worried or concerned for any reason. i

3. To ensure chlldren/V.A. are welcomed Into the SCBAand its member's
I

events, and enjoy the experience In complete safety. :
4. To ensure all parents attending events, either competing or supJ;lortlng

their chlld/V.A., are assisted In their responsibilities of care for th
j

e
child whilst at the event.

5. Ensure the implementation of this Child Protection Policy. i
6. Act as a source of advice to all its members regarding all childf\1.A.

protection matters, and seek advice from other authorities as a~d
when required. i

7. Ensure that all child/V.A. protection concerns are reported to the
necessary authorities without delay. . I

8. Ensure full records are kept, securely, of all clubs having childrer/V.A.
in their membership, required details of those chlldren/V.A, names of
the persons responsible, and any reported Incidents Involving t~ose
children. To conform to standards set by the Data Protection ACJ:,the
records shall be kept as follows: i

• Criminal Records Bureau (hereby referred to as CRB) Checks: Shall be
kept for 6 (six) months from the date of the check. This will only be
exceeded after gaining permission from the person who was ch~cked.

• Reports of Abuse (non referral to authorities): These shall be kept for
a period of 12 (twelve) months after the chlld/V.A. has reached I the
age~18~rs.. I

• Reports of Abuse (referral to authorities): These will be kept fo~ a
period of 6 (six) years after the date of the' reported Incident. j'

9. Ensure our Child Protection/Vulnerable Adult Policy is reviewed I at
least every 2 years, to ensure Its relevance and effectiveness. I

i
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